
VOLKSWAGEN VANAGON T3 2.0 
1982  



Brand Volkswagen  
Model Vanagon 
Transmission Automatic 
Year 1982 
Fuel Gasoline 
Color Blue 
Mileage 189.000 miles 
Price 12.500 USD 



This Volkswagen Vanagon Westfalia T3 from 1982 has an original 
Westfalia interior with everything you need to travel off road. Includes a 
retractable sofa/bed for two, a big closet for storage, a two burner stoves, 
build in propane tank, a sink and a tab with a 50 l build in water tank 
with electric pump, compressor fridge (22l) and two tables inside. In the 
roof it has a waterproof rooftop box, a solar system (100W solar panel 
and GoalZero Yeti 200) and an ARB Touring awning. 
 
The VW Vanagon or Westy, as it is referred to often, has earned his 
reputation as the ultimate campervan over the last few decades. Even 
though it seems pretty small from the outside, the inside is actually very 
spacious, making it very nice to drive around narrow streets in city centers 
while providing the comfort of a tiny home when you are out in the wild. 

 
Important: Canadian Plates (British Columbia) 



It also includes:  
 
- pots, pans, omnia oven and other kitchenware (everything what 
you need for cooking) 
- camping chairs, outdoor table, yogamat 
- tools and spare parts, shovel, axe 
- portable shower 
- mosquito net for the back door and sidedoor 
- LED lights 
- custom-made surf racks 
- high roof tent – great for tall people 
  













Do you imagine yourself travelling the 
continent in this “house on wheels”? 

Please do not hesitate to get in touch with us. 
If you have any questions, we’d love to chat over 

WhatsApp or video call and give you a long-distance tour 
of the van. 

 



Juan Pablo Mac-Lean,  
overAndes contact:  

 
+56 9 9165 5165 

 
www.overandes.com  
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